Abstract An analytical model is presented describing the temporal intensity contrast determined by amplified spontaneous emission in high-intensity laser systems which are based on the principle of chirped pulse amplification. The model describes both the generation and the amplification of the amplified spontaneous emission for each type of laser amplifier. This model is applied to different solid state laser materials which can support the amplification of pulse durations ≤ 350 fs. The results are compared to intensity and fluence thresholds, e.g. determined by damage thresholds of a certain target material to be used in high-intensity applications. This allows determining if additional means for contrast improvement, e.g. plasma mirrors, are required for a certain type of laser system and application. Using this model, the requirements for an optimized high-contrast front-end design are derived regarding the necessary contrast improvement and the amplified "clean" output energy for a desired focussed peak intensity. Finally, the model is compared to measurements at three different high-intensity laser systems based on Ti:Sapphire and Yb:glass. These measurements show an excellent agreement with the model.
Introduction
Over the last decade, we have witnessed a tremendous progress in the field of relativistic laser-plasma interactions, in particular in laser-driven particle acceleration. Enabled by the rapid development of high-power laser systems, potential applications based on table-top relativistic laser-electron accelerators [1] or on laser-driven ion sources [2] have come closer to reality. With the availability of such compact pulsed particle sources, the generation of ultra-short secondary XUV and x-ray pulses [3] or medical applications based on intense ion beams [4] could be realized in university-scale laboratories. This would bring a large variety of potential applications closer to reality, which are currently limited to large-scale accelerator facilities. Such plasma-particle accelerators rely on the availability of high-power laser pulses which can be focussed to intensities in excess of I 0 = 10 21 W/cm 2 [5, 6] . The ongoing development of such laser systems, in particular towards higher laser pulse energies and shorter 1 Institute of Optics and Quantum Electronics, Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena, Germany 2 Helmholtz-Institute Jena, Germanypulse durations, have led to higher kinetic energies of accelerated electrons [1] , protons and heavier ions [2] . To reach such high intensities in the laboratory, various classes of laser systems based on chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [7] are currently used. They can be classified according to the active laser material. On the one hand hybrid optical parametric chirped-pulse amplification (OPCPA) Nd:glass laser systems typically provide one pulse per hour with an amplified pulse energy of up to E pulse = 186 J within a pulse duration down to τ pulse ≤ 167 fs [8] . On the other hand Ti:Sapphire laser systems deliver pulses with an energy up to E pulse = 50 J with pulse durations of τ pulse ≤ 30 fs [6, 9] at a repetition rate of 0.1 . . . 10 Hz. Furthermore, diode-pumped laser systems, based on Yb 3+ -doped glass [10] or CaF 2 [11] , are a promising alternative currently providing up to E pulse = 14.3 J on target within a pulse duration of τ pulse ≤ 145 fs at a repetition rate of 0.025 Hz [12, 13] .
Key parameters of the different types of laser systems which are immediately relevant for applications (e.g. the wavelength, pulse duration and pulse energy) are well understood and can be compared respectively. However, it has been found that the temporal intensity contrast (TIC) is another crucial parameter for high-intensity laser-matter interactions. Intense prepulses and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) which irradiate the target prior to the arrival of the main pulse can produce a preplasma on the target's front surface altering the target significantly [14] and even rendering the desired particle acceleration impossible. So far, the temporal intensity contrast has been characterized for each laser system individually and -for most cases -at reduced peak energy. Experimentally validated theoretical simulations of the contrast influenced by the complete laser system, which would allow for the comparison of the different classes of high-power laser systems in terms of the contrast, do not exist up until now.
The contributions affecting the temporal intensity contrast can be roughly divided into four categories: (i) prepulses on the scale of the main pulse duration generated on nanosecond (ns)-time scales before the main pulse due the architecture of the laser system, which are mainly caused by pulses leaking through the pulse picker behind a MHz oscillator or out of regenerative amplifiers [21] ; (ii) prepulses on the scale of the main pulse duration on picosecond (ps)-time scales mainly generated by nonlinear mixing of postpulses, generated in thin transmittive optics, which temporally overlap with the stretched main pulse during amplification [22, 23] ; (iii) deterioration of the rising slope of the main pulse, mainly due to uncompensated higherorder spectral phase modulations [24] , which can also be caused by scattered light from the stretcher's grating [25] , or by spectral clipping [26] , and finally (iv) ASE, caused by fluorescence emitted in the different amplification stages of the laser [27] . Since the contribution from (i), (ii) and (iii) strongly depend on the architecture of the individual laser system and can in principle be reduced by an appropriate choice of the optical elements, we will concentrate in this paper on the generation of ASE, which primarily depends on the active material used in the amplifiers and cannot be suppressed completely.
The temporal intensity contrast is defined as the ratio between the main pulse peak intensity I 0 and the intensity I (t) at times before (t < 0) or after (t > 0) the arrival of the main pulse, i. e. TIC(t) = I 0 /I (t) ≥ 1. However, for the characterization of complete laser systems we believe that it may be more intuitive to use the prepulse intensity normalized to the main pulse intensity, I (t)/I 0 ≤ 1, which is equal to TIC −1 . For a given laser peak intensity and a certain ablation threshold of the target material, using this parameter allows to quickly estimate if additional means of contrast enhancement techniques, e. g. plasma mirrors, are necessary for certain applications. Due to this reason we will use the inverted temporal intensity contrast TIC −1 in the following mathematical derivations and measurements. Note that when using this terminology a "high contrast" corresponds to low values of the inverted contrast.
For a successful and reproducible application of particle radiation generated during relativistic laser-plasma interactions, the physics underlying the acceleration processes needs to be fully understood. Nevertheless, empirical evidence points toward the driving laser pulse as a major contributor in producing stable and reliable experimental results. Besides the obvoius parameters like pulse energy, duration, and farfield profile, the temporal intensity contrast is a key component of the driving laser pulse. In order to optimize this contrast in high-power laser systems, the physical limitations of the minimum achievable contrast have to be derived and the dependencies on relevant parameters, such as the laser material, the small signal gain, amplifier losses etc., have to be investigated. Using these results, the optimal design for a contrast optimized laser front-end design can be derived. This is particularly important if intensity-dependent contrast improvement methods are required. Such methods typically involve using a double CPA (DCPA) system [15] combined with either cross polarized wave generation (XPW) [16] or saturable absorbers [17] , using an OPCPA setup [18] , or using a plasma mirror [19] . Due to the non-linear nature and the limited efficiency of these processes, the performance of the laser system is significantly affected. Thus, the application of these methods should be reduced to a minimum necessary for the reliable realization of a specific laser plasma interaction.
Furthermore, a comprehensive understanding of the ASE generation is also of interest for systems, which are already operational and which have already been improved with respect to their contrast. As a result of the application of different contrast enhancement methods, the TIC is often below the detection-limit of state-of-the-art 3 rd -order crosscorrelators, which is typically TIC [20]. However, even at this level, the pulse contrast can still significantly influence experiments, since focusing the main pulse to intensities in excess of 10 21 W/cm 2 leads to on-target prepulse intensities on the order of 10 9 W/cm 2 , which -depending on the duration of this irradiation -can already affect the target conditions. Furthermore, state-ofthe-art TIC measurement techniques usually measure the relative contrast in the near-field of the laser pulse. However, in high-intensity laser-matter interactions one is interested in the pulse contrast in the far-field (i.e. in the focussed beam), therefore -strictly speaking -this method only provides information on the evolution of the power contrast. The power contrast can only be converted into an intensity contrast when the prepulses and ASE have the same focusability as the main pulse, which is not necessarily the case in particular for power amplifiers with a non-imaging architecture. However, as it will be shown, in that case the near-field measurement provides a "worst-case-scenario", since the focusability of the ASE in general cannot be better than the main pulse itself. Hence, the TIC often has to be estimated, which requires a detailed study of the various laser systems capable of generating these high-power pulses.
Finally, the calculation of the TIC plays a crucial role for the design and scaling of new and existing high-power laser systems. Once the peak intensity of a laser system is increased by a certain factor, the TIC needs to be improved by at least the same factor if a certain on-target intensity threshold of the prepulse may not be exceeded. However,
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improving the contrast of the amplifier, which is generating the main part of the ASE by this certain factor, does not necessarily improve the TIC of the whole laser system by the same factor, since all subsequent amplifiers may also influence the final ASE level. Hence, the limiting amplifier has to be identified before any contrast enhancement systems are designed and scaled for the specific application. Thus, the ultimate success of all contrast improvement methods strongly relies on a systematic study of the ASE generation in high-power laser systems. Different approaches have been followed so far to describe the ASE of high-power laser systems. Koechner et al. [28] proposed a model which can be applied to multipass amplifiers utilizing laser rods, in which the acceptance solid angle of the ASE is determined by the geometry of the laser rod itself. However, in many laser systems, amplifier disks rather than rods are used, with a thickness much shorter than the Rayleigh-length of the laser beam. In such amplifiers the beam waist is positioned in the centre of the amplifying medium in order to get an ideal overlap of the pump beam with the laser beam. Hence, the acceptance solid angle for the ASE is determined by the amplifier mode only and does not depend on the specific amplifier geometry. Furthermore, it is not enlarged by refraction at the surfaces, since the laser beam may be assumed to be perfectly collimated while passing through the amplifier disks. Regarding highpower OPCPA systems, Ross et al. [29] made a general consideration of the on-target ASE intensity. However, this estimation has not been validated experimentally.
Here, we present a model for the calculation of the physical ASE limits of conventional laser gain media assuming d ≤ z R with d being the thickness of the media and z R being the Rayleigh-length of the laser beam. Our model is a further development of the approach followed by Ivanov et al. [27] taking into account losses, which allows for the description of 3-level materials, such as Yb 3+ -doped glasses or crystals as they are often used in diode-pumped laser systems. In Section 2, the generation of the ASE is described and the applicability of the model to different types of amplifiers is discussed. The parameters with the strongest influence, e.g. the small signal gain and losses in the amplifiers, are discussed in detail and the minimum achievable TIC −1 is compared for different state-of-the-art amplification media. In Section 3, the time-dependent ASE amplification is described where saturation is also taken into account. Furthermore, the scaling of a necessary contrast enhancement and "clean" output energy with respect to a certain focussed intensity is presented in Section 4 for given threshold values. Here, the "clean" output energy describes the energy of the ASE adjusted main pulse behind the contrast enhancement system. In Section 5, we finally compare our model with detailed measurements carried out at the JETI200 (Ti:Sapphire, 200 TW peak power), the JETI40 (Ti:Sapphire, 40 TW) and the POLARIS [13, 30] (Yb:FP20 flourphosphate glass [10] , 100 TW) laser systems, which are operated at the Helmholtz-Institute Jena and the Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena. The model shows a very good agreement with the measured TIC −1 for these three different laser systems.
The generation of ASE
Fluorescence is emitted by an active material in which a population inversion has been generated due to an external stimulation. The small signal gain g 0 is connected to the population inversion through: (1) with N 0 being the initial excitation density of the laser active ions in the laser material; d being its thickness and σ em and σ abs , the emission and absorption cross sections for the laser wavelength of a monochromatic laser beam, respectively. N dop represents the doping concentration of the laser material. For a comprehensive description including a reduction of the gain due to losses, which may be caused by cavity losses, impurities or reabsorption at the laser wavelength as it occurs in Yb-doped 3-level laser materials, a loss term L is introduced. Reabsorption can be described by
, which finally leads to:
The excited active ions in the laser material decay exponentially with the radiative lifetime τ rad which leads to spontaneous emission of fluorescence light. Note that the fluorescence lifetime τ f differs from the radiative lifetime once additional transitions to other lower-lying energy levels or quenching processes are possible, involving for example the de-excitation at impurities or crystal defects, or energy transfers between different laser ions. However, these losses result in a smaller efficiency of the pumping process and are not considered in this model. Using the saturation intensity, which is defined as I sat = (h · ν)/[(σ em + σ abs )τ rad ], the total power of the fluorescence light P F at times t τ rad can be written as
with hν being the energy of a photon and A being the pumped area. The fluorescence power is emitted -in accordance with the spectral characteristic of the laser material -within a solid angle of 4π from the pumped area A. However, common laser amplifiers have a limited spectral, spatial, and -in case of regenerative amplifiers (RAs) -, even a limited temporal acceptance. Considering the amplification of a laser pulse with a spectral bandwidth ν and a small signal gainḡ, which is averaged over ν, the fluorescence power, which is accepted in the first pass of the amplifier, P (1) F can be estimated to
Here, the parameter K = A/4π describes the spatio-angular and K ν the spectral acceptance of the amplifier. Due to the wavelength dependency, I sat also has to be considered as the averaged value over the spectral bandwidth. The parameter K p describes the probability of an emitted photon to match the polarization direction of the amplifier under consideration. This is of particular importance when anisotropic laser crystals, such as Ti:Sapphire, are considered.
If the evolution of the amplification process is considered as a geometric series, as shown by Ivanov et al. [27] , the ASE power, defined as the amplified spontaneous emitted fluorescence power, after n passes is given by
withḠ =ḡ 0 n being the averaged overall small signal gain of the amplifier.
Assuming a comparable focusing of the ASE and the main pulse, which has been measured experimentally for RAs [33] , the minimal achievable TIC −1 of such kind of amplifiers can be expressed by
The main pulse power P pulse can be calculated by P pulse = E seed ·Ḡ/τ pulse . Here, E seed is the seed energy and τ pulse is the final compressed pulse duration. γ (ḡ 0 , L) describes the dependency of the TIC −1 on the small signal gain and on losses as discussed in the following section.
Small signal gain and losses
The small signal gain and losses are fundamental parameters of the ASE generated by a certain amplifier. Their influence on the TIC −1 is described by γ (ḡ 0 ,L). Here, γ (ḡ 0 , 0%) = 1 corresponds to a very low gain (ḡ ≈ 1) and negligible losses. Note thatḡ 0 = 1 in Eq. 7 cannot be interpreted physically, since the estimated limit of the geometrical series for the amplification dynamics of the ASE is only valid forḡ 0 > 1. Furthermore, the validity of the limit of the geometrical series has been assumed for allḡ > 1, which requires a sufficiently large number of amplification passes. higher excitation density is necessary in order to maintain the gain value. This in turn leads to an increased ASE power. Furthermore, at low gain levels, the relative contribution of the accepted fluorescence power per pass preserves its relevance for a large number of amplification passes. If a higher gain is considered, the relative contribution of the accepted fluorescence power per pass can be neglected after a few passes already.
Losses, however, can often not be avoided within the amplifiers of a high-power laser front-end. In order to avoid a significant deterioration of the TIC −1 , a loss-dependent minimum small signal gainḡ 0,min has to be realized. This is described by Eq. (8), which allows one to calculate the minimum gain which would be necessary for γ (ḡ 0 ,L) ≤ 1 which is equivalent to a low-gain amplifier with negligible
Here, W −1 corresponds to the Lambert-W-function for the lower branch (W ≤ −1) [31] . If the condition, derived for the minimum small signal gain, is satisfied, the calculation of the overall TIC −1 simplifies to:
which only depends on the properties of the laser material and on the main pulse parameters E seed and τ pulse .
Spectral-(K ν ) and polarization acceptance (K p )
The spectral acceptance K ν of an amplifier is defined as the spectral fraction of the totally emitted fluorescence which can actually be amplified within the considered amplifier. Here, the reflectivity of the used laser mirrors has to be considered. A certain spectral part of the fluorescence is accepted, when the mirrors provide a reflectivity of R ≥ 99.9%. Furthermore, in many cases the amplifiers only emit a bandwidth which is a small fraction of the total bandwidth supported by the laser material. Hence, limiting
www.lpr-journal.org the spectral acceptance of the amplifier immediately leads to an improvement of the TIC −1 . As examples, the spectral characteristics for Ti:Sapphire and Yb:FP20 are plotted in Fig 2. Here, the materials and the acceptance parameters corresponds to both JETI-systems (Ti:Sapphire) and to POLARIS (Yb:FP20). These systems are discussed in detail in section 5. The gray shaded areas in Fig. 2 represent the spectral windows emitted by the respective laser systems. Here it is apparent that the fluorescence spectrum F(ν) is typically not symmetric around the central frequency of the laser pulse. Hence, the accepted fluorescence of the amplifier, ν F(ν )dν , must be considered for the calculation of K ν in relation to the fluorescence, ν F(ν )dν , emitted over the full spectrum.
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Since amplifiers are mainly polarization sensitive, only fluorescence with the correct polarization state for the amplifier is accepted. The probability of an emitted photon to match this polarization state is described by the polarization acceptance parameter K p . Considering isotropic media, such as Yb:FP20, the probability is equal for both polarization directions, hence K p = 0.5. However, considering anisotropic materials, such as Ti:Sapphire, the probability of a photon emission differs for both polarization directions, which also results in different fluorescence spectra and thus a polarization sensitive small signal gain. The fluorescence spectra of both polarization states for Ti:Sapphire are shown in Fig. 2 . For an amplifier accepting the π -polarization, K pπ is calculated considering the ratio of the fluorescence spectra, integrated over the spectral acceptance
It has been found, that for all materials which are considered in this paper, K p can be assumed to be constant for all spectral bandwidths. Table 2 shows the values for K p for all considered materials.
Spatio-angular acceptance (K )
For the derivation of Eq. (6) and Eq. (9), the spatioangular acceptance was introduced as the product of the acceptance solid angle and the size of the pumped area K = /4π · A. If in an amplifier the minimum achievable TIC −1 is regarded, only the amplification of the TEM 00 -mode has to be considered. Here, the solid angle can be determined using the divergence of the TEM 00 -mode which is defined by the beam-parameter product [34] . As a consequence, the spatio-angular acceptance of the amplifier can be simplified to [32] 
The simplification is valid if amplifiers are considered, which accept the TEM 00 -mode only. This corresponds to the mode which is amplified in a common RA, but which can also be achieved by strong spatial or modal filtering. Since in high-power laser systems an oscillator typically generates laser pulses with ∼ nJ energy, RAs are often used for the amplification into the mJ-regime. As a consequence, the fluorescence accepted by the amplifier is independent of the size of the pumped area. Hence, ampliers having a large pumped area in order to amplify the pulse to higher output energies, provide the same TIC −1 as ampliers with a small pumped area and a lower designed output energy. In contrast to RAs, multipass amplifiers typically do not form a resonator. The spatio-angular acceptance here is mainly defined by the imaging optics (e.g. magnification telescopes) and the aperture of the used laser mirrors. This fact eventually leads to a larger focal spot of the ASE contribution generated in these amplifiers.
In Ref. [33] , a detailed measurement of the TIC www.lpr-journal.org Figure 3 Focal spot measurement (left) of the main pulse, (middle) of the ASE generated by the first RA and (right) of the multipass amplifiers carried out at the POLARIS laser system with an f/3 focussing. The dashed circle in all three plots represents the FWHM-area of the main pulse. The measurement as well as the amplifier setup are described in [33] .
characterization of the first (A1) and second RA (A2) as well as all multipass amplifiers. The TIC −1 was measured using different detectors including a 3 rd -order cross-correlator and photo-diodes with calibrated ND filters which allowed for the measurement in the nearfield. Furthermore, the energy, the duration and the focusability of the different ASE contributions of the considered amplifier were measured, which allow for the determination of the absolute ASE intensity in the farfield. Fig. 3 shows the focal spot of the main pulse (left), of the ASE from the first RA (middle) and the ASE from all multipass amplifiers (right) of POLARIS. The ASE focusability of both types of amplifiers, the RAs and the multipass amplifiers, differs significantly.
When considering high-intensity laser-plasma interactions, the fraction of the ASE enclosed within the FWHM area of the main pulse focus is of relevance only. This is represented by the black dashed circular overlay in Fig. 3 . Since the FWHM-intensity for laser-plasma experiments is calculated by I = q · E/(τ · A) pulse , with q being the fraction of energy included within the FWHM-area, A pulse , of the main pulse, the ASE intensity of the multipass amplifiers has to be calculated in the same way. However, since only this ASE fraction is of relevance, it follows that assuming the divergence angle of the main pulse as the spatioangular acceptance of the relevant ASE fraction generated by the multipass amplifiers is sufficient for the estimation of the TIC −1 regarding multipass amplifiers. However, in this case, the potential enlargement of the main pulse divergence due to aberrations has to be taken into account. Distorted optical surfaces as well as thermal aberrations of the pumped amplifying media can lead to aberrations which deteriorate the focusability of the main pulse. The resulting enlargement of the divergence of the main pulse can be described by the M 2 factor of both spatial directions M 2 x × M 2 y . Hence, the resulting spatio-angular acceptance of a multipass amplifier K MA can be calculated by:
In Table 1 , the results from [33] of the TIC −1 measurement performed in the nearfield (TIC to the TIC −1 , determined in the farfield by measuring the absolute ASE intensity of the different amplifiers (TIC
−1 I
).
Here we found a significant difference of both measurement methods which is due to the different focal spot sizes of the ASE and the main pulse [33] . The calculated TIC −1 using Eq. (6) is shown in column 3 of Table 1 . The calculated TIC −1 reproduces the farfield measurement of the TIC −1 , using the averaged intensity, very well. A slight difference for the multipass amplifiers is due to the characterization of the amplifiers as one unit. Here, Pockels cells between the amplifiers increase the TIC −1 of the multipass amplifiers by reducing the total ASE energy, which was measured behind the compressor. From this consideration it follows, that the presented model is not only suitable for estimating the TIC −1 of a RA, but also for estimating the TIC −1 of multipass amplifiers within the far-field of the main pulse.
Various solid state laser materials
For a comprehensive understanding of the ASE generation, the influence of different solid state materials has to be studied. Since Eq. (9), valid for the introduced minimum small signal gain,ḡ =ḡ min , shows a dependence on material and main pulse parameters only, a comparative study of different types of solid state amplifier materials is possible. Here, solid state materials supporting τ pulse ≤ 350 fs, were analyzed using Eq. (9) with E seed = 1 nJ. To ensure the comparability of the TIC −1 for different pulse durations, the spectral acceptance range was defined by the doubled bandwidth calculated by the time bandwidth product for a Gaussian shaped pulse:
For the study,Ī sat , K ν and K p were calculated using spectroscopic data from the literature. The used parameters are presented in Table 2 for the maximum pulse duration of τ pulse = 350 fs.
In Fig. 4 , we plot the calculated TIC −1 values for different solid state laser materials as a function of the pulse duration up to a minimum duration realized in a modelocked operation. Note that the TIC −1 obtained for pulses of minimum duration can deteriorate significantly when strong spectral losses need to be introduced during the amplification process to achieve a sufficiently broad bandwidth after full amplification. It is shown that the minimal achievable TIC −1 is independent of the pulse duration since the spectral acceptance of the RA is carefully adapted to the designed pulse duration. Weak TIC −1 modulations in the range of the minimum pulse duration can occur due to significant modulations of the spectroscopic properties of the material.
Since the ratio of the Einstein coefficients [34] for spontaneous emission A 21 and stimulated emission B 21
shows a λ −3 dependency and the spatial acceptance of the amplifier is proportional to λ 2 , a 1/λ-dependence of the TIC −1 was expected. Ivanov et al. have proven this correlation by deriving the Schawlow-Towns criterion from Eq. (4) by replacing the emission cross section with the Füchtbauer-Ladenburg equation [27] . However, a clear www.lpr-journal.org dependence of the TIC −1 on the laser wavelength, indicated by the colors in Fig. 4 , could not be found. For example the TIC −1 difference of Cr:LiSAF to Cr:ZnSe (c.f. Fig. 4b ) is negligible while the laser wavelengths differ by a factor of 3. Hence, the individual spectroscopic material properties have the strongest influence on the TIC −1 for the different materials.
In Fig. 4a ) various types of Yb 3+ -doped materials, suitable for direct diode pumping are plotted. Here, only a slight difference of up to a factor of 3 has been found for the TIC −1 level of materials with a central wavelength of λ ≈ 1030 nm . . . 1050 nm. Materials with a low saturation intensity, e.g. Yb:YAG, provide a narrow spectral emission bandwidth which leads to a higher value of K ν . Er:Yb:phosphate with a central wavelength of λ = 1530 nm reaches the lowest level due to its long radiation lifetime of τ rad = 9.5 ms. Here, however, the bandwidth is limited to a value sufficient for a minimal pulse duration of τ pulse = 261 fs only [49] .
High-gain materials such as Ti:Sapphire and Nd:glass are plotted in Fig. 4b ). Compared to the Yb 3+ -doped materials, the emission cross sections are higher by about one order of magnitude for Nd:glass and two orders of magnitude for Ti:Sapphire. However, the radiation life times range only from 4 μs for Ti:Sapphire to 370 μs for Nd:phosphate glass leading to a higher saturation intensity. Therefore, the resulting TIC −1 is worse by a factor of 1.6 for Ti:Sapphire and 3.1 for Nd:phosphate glass as compared to Yb:FP20 with τ rad = 1.4 ms. From this study, it is shown that the laser material has only a slight influence on the TIC −1 of a certain laser amplifier.
The amplification of ASE
As it was shown in the previous section, each individual amplifier of a laser system contributes individually to the total ASE. However, the contribution from the power amplifiers is often much lower than that from the front-end amplifiers, which increase the laser pulse energy to the μJ or mJ-level. Hence, for the description of the total ASE, a description of the temporal gain characteristic of the ASE from the first amplifier (or in most cases, the first two amplifiers) is sufficient. Here, the fluence of the generated ASE (F = E/A) is orders of magnitude lower than the fluence of the main pulse. As a consequence, the ASE does not reduce the inversion significantly and the temporal characteristic of the ASE is determined by the time dependent gain of the main pulse. Assuming a Gaussian-shaped main pulse, valid both for the compressed and the stretched main pulse, it is evident, that the rising edge of the main pulse experiences a higher gain than the main part of the main pulse due to its lower fluence. Hence, the part of the ASE which comes before the main pulse at t < t 0 , with t 0 corresponding to the peak intensity of the main pulse, is amplified more than the main pulse itself eventually leading to a TIC −1 deterioration (TD). For the sake of simplicity, losses will be neglected during the following estimation.
To quantify the time-dependent TIC −1 deterioration TD(t), the time-dependent gain g(t) has to be compared to the total gain g total of the main pulse, i.e. TD(t) = g(t)/g total , for each pass of the amplification. This can be done by considering the non-linear photon transport equations for laser amplification, which were derived by Lee M. Frantz and John S. Nodvik (Eqs. (27) and (28) in [58] ). Assuming a Gaussian-shaped main pulse with duration τ , described by the photon density in (x, t) = 0 exp(−t 2 /τ 2 ), and a homogeneous initial inversion N 0 (x, t) = N 0 (c.f. eq (2)), the time-dependent main pulse gain g(t) = out (t)/ in (t) can be expressed by
Here, F in is the seed fluence defined by F in = hν √ π cτ 0 , and F sat is the saturation fluence of the laser material. c is the speed of light. The total gain g total = ∞ −∞ out (x, t)dt/ ∞ −∞ in (x, t)dt of the main pulse can be calculated to
With each amplification pass n, the main pulse is amplified by the gain factor, g (n) total , of the n th pass and the inversion is reduced according to the respective extraction efficiency, η deterioration of an amplifier, the deterioration of each pass has to be taken into account. However, considering only the relevant part of the ASE at times t < t 0 we found that it is sufficient to consider the energy extraction of one single pass with an appropriate total extraction efficiency of the amplifier of η ex = passes n=1 η (n) ex . For one amplification pass, F in /F sat can be expressed by
leading to
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Eq. (19) is plotted in Fig. 5 for gain values of g 0 = 1.5, 2.0 and 3.5. Since for small extraction efficiencies no significant saturation can be observed, the TIC −1 deterioration is negligibly small. However, for high extraction efficiencies, a TIC −1 deterioration is obvious. Considering the theoretical limit of η ex → 1, the TIC −1 deterioration becomes almost as large as the small signal gain TD t→∞ → g 0 . Note that the TIC −1 calculation according to Eq. (18) leads to a significant overestimation of the TIC for t > t 0 due to the simplified consideration of one single pass only.
From Eq. (4) it follows that the ASE, which is generated within the stretched or unstretched main pulse at times t ∼ t 0 , has a constant level. This was also confirmed by TIC measurements of the compressed main pulse at the unsaturated POLARIS-System, where we measured no difference of the ASE-level before and after the main pulse. However, if saturation occurs, the ASE-level shows a continuous decrease during the main pulse due to saturation effects, which strongly depends on the temporal shape of the stretched or unstretched main pulse (e.g. Gaussian or top-hat). However, since the temporal shape differs from pass to pass and depends strongly on the population inversion and the respective fluence of the seed pulse, an individual characterization of each laser system becomes inevitable.
Intensity scaling of a high-contrast front-end
With the presented model, it is possible to design a highcontrast (low inverted contrast) front-end, which meets the intensity and fluence thresholds for a high-intensity laser system interacting with thin foils, mostly metal, as described by Kalashnikov et al. [59] . In Fig. 4 , the intensity threshold of I thres = 10 10 W/cm 2 for prepulses is given by the horizontal, dashed lines for focussed intensities of I 0 = 10 19 W/cm 2 and I 0 = 10 20 W/cm 2 , respectively. The fluence threshold of F thres = 0.5 J/cm 2 [59] is given by the diagonal, dotted lines for the same peak intensities. The corresponding values for τ ASE are given by the upper axis. It can be seen, that for focussed intensities of I 0 ≥ 10 20 W/cm 2 the critical thresholds can only be achieved by significantly increasing the seed energy or additional temporal contrast cleaning techniques such as XPW, OPA or plasma mirrors. Since the output energy of state-of-the-art oscillators is limited by the damage thresholds of the optics and the stability condition of the cavity, contrast cleaning techniques are inevitable for high-intensity laser systems. For this purpose, the presented study represents a helpful tool for the estimation of the necessary additional factor of contrast improvement. Fig. 6 shows the scaling of this necessary additional contrast improvement of a high-contrast front-end with respect to the focussed main pulse intensity without saturation. On the one hand, the TIC −1 of the front-end amplifier has to be improved. On the other hand, the "clean" output energy of the high-contrast front-end has to be sufficiently high so that the ASE generated by all subsequent amplifiers does not exceed the fluence threshold. Hence, for the calculation in Fig. 6 an ASE was assumed, which is generated by the front-end and all subsequent amplifiers in equal parts. Again, for this total ASE, a fluence threshold of F thres = 0.5 J/cm 2 was defined. The left axis shows the necessary TIC −1 improvement depending on the desired focussed intensity of the main pulse. It is normalized Figure 6 Scaling of the necessary contrast enhancement of a frontend setup with respect to a desired focussed intensity. The contrast enhancement is shown relative to the ASE duration τ ASE and the oscillator seed energy E seed . The right axis presents the desired output energy as the necessary seed energy for the subsequent amplifiers so that the ASE, generated by these amplifiers, does not exceed the fluence threshold. A threshold of F thres = 0.5 J/cm 2 was assumed.
Figure 7
Amplification characterization of the first regenerative amplifier of the POLARIS (a) and the JETI200 system (b), photo diode measurement of the circulating pulse referenced to the output energy (black line) and the appropriate amplification simulation (black circles); energy calibrated photo diode measurement of the ASE while the seed was blocked at the entrance (red line) and the appropriate ASE simulation according to Eq. (4) with seed pulse (green circles) and with the seed pulse blocked (blue circles).
to τ ASE = 1 ns and a "clean" seed energy of E seed = 1 nJ. This allows for a quick estimation of the necessary TIC
improvement for several seed energies and ASE durations. The right axis shows the "clean" output energy as the necessary seed for the subsequent amplifiers. Note that optical components having only a limited transmission, e.g. grating stretchers with typically η ≈ 10%, have to be considered separately. For example, a Yb:FP20 laser system, such as POLARIS, designed for a focussed intensity of I 0 = 10 22 W/cm 2 , needs a high-contrast front-end including a TIC −1 enhancement by a factor of 2.8 × 10
4 considering an oscillator energy of E osc = 2 nJ and an ASE duration of τ ASE = 5 ns, as limited by the rise time t rise of Pockels cells [60] . Note that the ASE duration cannot be reduced by Pockels cells to less than τ stretched + t rise , since the pulse is temporally stretched to a duration of τ stretched . If the necessary improvement should be realized with a DCPA including XPW, an efficiency of at least 13% is necessary when state-of-the-art polarizers with an extinction ratio of 5 × 10 6 [61] are utilized. This was recently demonstrated with POLARIS [61] . Furthermore, the high-contrast front-end has to provide a "clean" output energy of E out = 56 μJ so that the ASE, generated by the subsequent amplifiers in addition to the front-end ASE does not exceed the fluence threshold of F thres = 0.5 J/cm 2 . However, since the stretcher, positioned directly behind the front-end, has a transmission of only ∼ 10%, the energy output of the high-contrast front-end needs to be increased to E out = 560 μJ if the main pulse is to be focussed to an intensity of I 0 = 10 22 W/cm 2 . From Fig. 6 , it is also possible to recalculate the effective on-target ASE fluence in an experimental setup with a given focussed intensity.
Experimental validation
In order to experimentally validate the presented model, the ASE of a common Ti:Sapphire based linear RA, such as that implemented in the JETI200 system (P 0 = 200TW), and of a regenerative ring amplifier based on Yb 3+ :FP20-glass, operated in the POLARIS system (P 0 = 100TW, c.f. Fig. 1 in [13] ), were both simulated and measured. JETI200 is a double CPA system with a XPW filter between the CPA stages. CPA 1 is seeded by a pre-amplified oscillator pulse and consists of a grating stretcher, a RA, a multipass amplifier and a grating compressor. Subsequently, the pulse is temporally cleaned by XPW and further amplified within CPA 2. The linear RA within CPA 1 (further referred to as JETI200-RA) operates in saturation and amplifies the temporally stretched pulses from an energy of E seed = 2 nJ to an output energy of E out = 1.4 mJ within 24 round trips. The POLARIS-RA amplifies the unstretched oscillator pulse from an energy of E seed = 1 nJ to an output energy of E out = 100 μJ within 39 round trips.
To evaluate Eq. (4) for both amplifiers, the parameters I sat , K ν and K p have to be determined both for Yb:FP20 and for Ti:Sapphire. Here, the spectral acceptance of the POLARIS-RA, c.f. Fig. 2, is 40 nm (1010 nm . . . 1050 nm) around the center wavelength of λ = 1030 nm while the JETI200-RA provides 100 nm (750 nm . . . 850 nm) around λ = 795 nm. This results in K ν = 0.23 for Yb:FP20 and K ν = 0.425 for Ti:Sapphire. Note that K ν is ∼ 2 times larger than assumed in Eq. (13) for both amplifiers. The mean saturation intensity, averaged over the spectral bandwidth, for Ti:Sapphire with τ rad = 4 μs isĪ sat,Ti:Sapphire = 240 kW/cm 2 [52] considering π -polarization, the corresponding polarization acceptance factor is K p Ti:Sapphire = 0.71. The saturation intensity of Yb:FP20 isĪ sat,Yb:FP20 = 35.8 kW/cm 2 [10] and the material is isotropic which leads to K p Yb:FP20 = 0.5.
Both RAs support the amplification of the fundamental mode only, hence the TEM 00 -mode was assumed. However, due to the linear architecture of the JETI200-RA, fluorescence is accepted in both directions of circulation. In a ring cavity, the fluorescence, which is emitted opposite to the circulation direction of the main pulse, is coupled out in a different direction than the main pulse. Hence, the acceptance solid angle of the JETI200-RA is twice as large as compared to the POLARIS-RA which is built as a ring cavity. The small signal gain was measured to beḡ 0 JETI200 = 1.955 andḡ 0 POLARIS = 1.3434. Note that since Yb:FP20 operated at room temperature is a quasi-3-level system, reabsorption has to be taken into account. Therefore, a loss term ofL = 1 − exp[-N dop σ abs d] +L cav was considered for the simulation of the POLARIS-RA, where N dop = 6 × 10 20 cm −3 , σ abs = 1.6 × 10 −22 cm 2 and d = 13 mm. Furthermore, cavity losses ofL cav = 5% due to spectral shaping [30] have been taken into account. In contrast, due to the negligible reabsorption of Ti:Sapphire at the laser wavelength, no losses were considered for the simulation of the JETI200-RA. Finally, the fluorescence power, emitted in the first pass according to Eq. (4), was calculated to be P Since the fluorescence power of the first pass cannot be measured accurately, the amplified fluorescence per pass was numerically simulated without considering the main pulse. Therefore, a constant fluorescence power P F emitted during each pass was assumed during the round trip time of the respective amplifier, which was measured to be 13.25 ns for the POLARIS-RA and 9.1 ns for the JETI200-RA. Subsequently, the ASE power per pass was integrated over time. The resulting ASE energy per pass E ASE n is depicted by the blue circles in Fig. 7a ) for the POLARIS-RA and in Fig. 7b ) for the JETI200-RA. The amplified energy of the main pulse E pulse n was also simulated and is shown by the black circles in Fig. 7 . The green circles in Fig. 7b) show the calculated ASE energy per pass when the main pulse is present.
In order to validate the simulation, the ASE energy per pass was measured for both RAs. For this purpose, the fraction of the pulse leaking through a cavity mirror was focussed onto a photo diode to measure both the amplification of the seed pulse as well as the amplification of the ASE while the seed pulse was blocked. To increase the dynamics of the measurement, the number of round trips was increased for the ASE measurement. Afterwards, the diode measurement was calibrated with an energy measurement of the outcoupled pulse and ASE, respectively. In Fig. 7a ), the measured and energy calibrated pulse-(black solid line) and ASE-characteristics (red solid line) of the POLARIS-RA are shown, while Fig. 7b ) shows these characteristics for the JETI200-RA. The significant noise seen during the first round trips can be attributed to the noise level of the photodiode-oscilloscope setup in the lowest measurement range (∼ mV-range). Note that due to the linear architecture of the JETI200-RA, the pulse and the ASE could be detected only after every other pass. Eq. (4) very precisely describes the ASE generation within both RAs.
From the ASE simulation in Fig. 7 it is obvious that the energy contrast of the ASE relative to the main pulse reaches a constant value after 5 passes in both amplifiers. This fact confirms the assumption of the limit of the series expansion for the amplifier dynamics to derive Eq. (6). Fig.  8 shows the TIC −1 ASE calculated by Eq. (6) (black dashed line), which very precisely matches the TIC −1 measurement, carried out with a commercial 3 rd -order cross correlator Sequoia (Amplitude Technologies), of the POLARIS-RA (Fig. 8a) (gray solid line) . In contrast the TIC −1 ASE calculation of the JETI200-RA shows a slight difference to the TIC −1 measurement in Fig. 8b ). Since the JETI200-RA is seeded by an oscillator pulse which was amplified to the μJ-level by a 14-pass preamplifier, the RA is also seeded by this preamplifier's ASE. Estimating the TIC −1 of the preamplifier with Eq. (6) yields TIC −1 pre = 1.4 × 10 −10 , while the preamplifier is seeded by an oscillator pulse energy of E osc = 4 nJ. The white dashed line in Fig. 8b ) represents the addition of the contribution of both amplifiers. Here, the calculation shows also a precise agreement with the measurement. Furthermore the TIC −1 was not influenced by the saturation of any subsequent amplifiers since the output pulse of the JETI200-RA was compressed and measured directly. Since, the estimated TIC −1 of the RA of TIC −1 RA = 5.6 × 10 −10 is worse by a factor of 4 compared to the TIC −1 of the preamplifier, the overall TIC −1 of the JETI200 DCPA is dominated by the RA. The red solid line in Fig. 8 represents the calculated amplified ASE power from Fig. 7 of both amplifiers, which was scaled to the ASE intensity assuming a comparable focussing of the ASE and the main pulse.
The TIC −1 of the POLARIS-RA was measured after the output of the RA was temporally stretched and further amplified by another RA. However, since the POLARIS amplifiers are not running in saturation, the TIC −1 is not affected by the further amplification. Note that in the TIC −1 measurement of the POLARIS-RA, the seed energy was increased by a factor of 3.3 since an acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter (Dazzler, Fastlite) has been removed, which was operating with an efficiency of 24% directly before the POLARIS-RA. Furthermore the oscillator output energy has decreased by 20% during the operation between both measurements.
An influence of the ASE generated by the oscillator could not be observed in any of these amplifiers. This can be explained by the differences in divergence between the ASE and the main pulse, when a Kerr-lens mode locking oscillator [63] is used. Since the RAs are mode sensitive, the carefully adapted mode of the main pulse is well accepted while the amplification of the oscillator's ASE mode is suppressed.
In order to validate the TIC −1 deterioration due to saturation, a long-term measurement of the JETI40-laser system was carried out. The JETI40 system is a separate laser system providing a peak power of P 0 = 40 TW. The measurement, shown in Fig. 9 , includes a 14-pass preamplifier (g 0 = 1.7, η = 17%), a RA (g 0 = 2, η = 40%), a 5-pass amplifier (g 0 = 3, η = 66%) and a 4-pass amplifier (g 0 = 3.2, η = 77%) which results in a pulse energy of 420 mJ. The final amplifier, which amplifies the pulses to 1.2 J was not included in this measurement. The seed energy of the preamplifier and the RA, which are generating the main part of the ASE, are 4.6 nJ and 3.3 nJ, respectively. Note that be- tween both amplifiers, the pulse stretcher and a Dazzler is situated, which limits the energy transmission. The lower black dashed line in Fig. 9 shows the TIC −1 which was calculated by eqs. (6) and (18) for the main pulse amplified by the preamplifier and the RA, while the upper black dashed line shows the TIC −1 calculation for all amplifiers included in the measurement. Since the TIC −1 of the main pulse after the RA was calculated to be TIC at JETI40 is further deteriorated due to cavity losses for spectral shaping of 9.5%. The solid lines in Fig. 9 represent the numerical calculation assuming a Gaussian (green) and a rectangular (red) pulse shape. The different simulations fit well to the measurement for t ≥ 1 ns before the arrival of the main pulse. The deviations for 1 ns ≥ t ≥ t 0 are likely due to the presence of prepulses, which can clearly be seen in the measurement. The deviations of the simulation within the time range of the main pulse t ∼ t 0 can be explained by the actual temporal shape of the main pulse. Here, a rectangular shape leads to a stronger decay of the ASE than for a Gaussian main pulse. Since the temporal shape changes significantly during the amplification, the TIC −1 estimation by Eq. (18), which assumes a constant temporal Gaussian shape, shows a strong deviation from the measurement.
Conclusions & Outlook
In conclusion, we have presented an advanced model to calculate the temporal intensity contrast in high-intensity laser systems including the generation and the amplification of the ASE. The model was validated at three different high-power laser systems. Detailed measurements are in excellent agreement with the model. The applicability for different types of amplifiers regarding the contrast in the farfield was demonstrated too and has also been confirmed by measurements. All relevant parameters were discussed and it was found that a minimal gain is necessary to overcome significant deterioration of the temporal intensity contrast due to amplifier losses. In addition, a narrow confinement of the spectral acceptance of an amplifier with respect to the final compressed pulse duration is necessary for a contrastoptimized amplifier design. A comparative study containing various types of solid state laser materials supporting the amplification of pulse durations ≤ 350 fs was presented. The different laser materials only show slight differences regarding the optimally achievable contrast. A general correlation to the laser wavelength, as it could intuitively be expected from the Einstein coefficients, could not be found. The temporal intensity contrast estimated within this study was compared to common intensity and fluence threshold values, which allows to determine the requirements of a high-contrast laser front-end regarding the contrast improvement and the necessary "clean" output energy.
With the exciting future prospect of the realization of large-scale, high-power laser systems, peak powers of 10 PW and more and on-target intensities of 10 23 W/cm and beyond will come into reach. These systems are currently designed and set up to achieve controllable conditions in a laboratory setting. This enables performing repeatable experimental studies, to discover fundamentally new physical phenomena, and to further push the achievable particle energies far into the ultra-relativistic regime.
Since these experiments often require ever increasing intensities and at the same time more sophisticated target designs, the future requirements for the laser contrast will be even stricter. For this purpose, the presented study will be an indispensable tool for the careful design of these future high-power laser systems.
